ASSET

TRACKER

ASSET TRACKER offers cost-effective,
remote monitoring of fixed groups
and/or individual animal movements
An autonomous group monitoring and individual asset tracking system that keeps your managers
informed of expected and unexpected cattle movements with mobile access and daily alerts.

15-25 FT. RANGE WITH UHF TAGS

AUTONOMOUS MONITORING

Allows true speed-of-commerce
monitoring of individual animal assets
and total inventory. No special
handling means no added stress or
elevated risk of weight loss, injury or
bruising; maintaining animal value
and animal well-being.

Requires no technology expertise,
training or additional employee
workload. This hands-free asset
monitoring system collects EID data
regardless of weather, workforce or
other operational limitations;
improving worker safety and overall
productivity.
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SECURE, FLEXIBLE DATA ACCESS
Data can often be immediately
received by internal systems
preprogrammed for EIDs (aka RFIDs).
EID reads are also relayed to the FST
cloud to allow 24/7 online access to
inventory reports and daily automated
alerts can be setup to inform you when
animals are missing.

PLUG & PLAY
This patent-pending technology is
simplified into a solution requiring less
than a day to install. Worktime previously
dedicated to visual reading or handscanning IDs can be reassigned to other
tasks; greatly reducing human-error and
improving operational efficiency.

ASSET TRACKER: Asset Monitoring and Alert Solution
Asset Tracker
Proprietary
Data Logger
& Software

Fort Supply Technologies
Ultra-High Frequency Reader

Discover a New Level of Productivity

Asset Tracker uses the same ultra-high frequency (UHF) technology as world-class marathons to
autonomously track individual animal locations and movements to maintain accurate inventories across your
entire operation.

“

Fort Supply’s Asset Tracker has reduced our dependency on labor, while improving
our recordkeeping and awareness of which animal assets are where.
- Jim Akers, COO, Blue Grass Stockyards

For information on the components
or cost of a Asset Tracker solution
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Call 888-650-6446 or
Visit Fort-Supply.com/Asset-Tracker
1773 West 200 North, Kaysville, UT 84037
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